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Fill in the blanks. 

Write the prepositional phrase in each sentence and circle whether it is working as a adverb or adjective.  
Write NONE if the sentence does not contain a prepositional phrase. 

1. A prepositional phrase is built with a(n)___________________ followed by 

  optional _______________ and ending with a(n) ____________________. 

2. A prepositional phrase can work as a(n) ______________ that modifies a verb or adjective. 

3. A prepositional phrase can work as a(n) ______________ that modifies a noun. 

4.  Because it was a very hot day, Mark dove into the lake as soon as the family arrived. 

        ________________________________________________    adverb      adjective 

5.  Kyle wants to eat a doughnut today. 

        ________________________________________________    adverb      adjective 

6.  On the plate is a juicy rib-eye steak and creamed spinach. 

        ________________________________________________    adverb      adjective 

7.  When life becomes difficult, remember the blessings within its challenges. 

        ________________________________________________    adverb      adjective 

8.  The marble rolled underneath the sofa. 

        ________________________________________________    adverb      adjective  

9.  Veteran’s day is a time to remember all of the soldiers who have served our country. 

        ________________________________________________    adverb      adjective 

10. The remote control fell down between the cushions. 

        ________________________________________________    adverb      adjective 

Write a prepositional phrase to complete each sentence. 

11. ____________________________, all the students finished their homework. 

12. Frightened and confused, our hamster is stuck __________________________________. 

13.  The player ___________________________ was hit and sprained his ankle.  

14.  None  _______________________ are dirty. 
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Fill in the blanks. ANSWERS 

Write the prepositional phrase in each sentence and circle whether it is working as a adverb or adjective.  

Write NONE if the sentence does not contain a prepositional phrase.  ANSWERS 

1. A prepositional phrase is built with a(n)___preposition___ followed by 

  optional _modifiers____ and ending with a(n) ______noun_______. 

2. A prepositional phrase can work as a(n) __adverb____ that modifies a verb or adjective. 

3. A prepositional phrase can work as a(n) __adjective__ that modifies a noun. 

4.  Because it was a very hot day, Mark dove into the lake as soon as the family arrived. 

        _____________into the lake___________________     adverb      adjective 

5.  Kyle wants to eat a doughnut today. 

        ____________NONE___________________________     adverb      adjective 

6.  On the plate is a juicy rib-eye steak and creamed spinach. 

        _________on the plate____________________________    adverb      adjective 

7.  When life becomes difficult, remember the blessings within its challenges. 

        _______within its challenges________________________    adverb      adjective 

8.  The marble rolled underneath the sofa. 

        _______underneath the sofa____________________     adverb      adjective  

9.  Veteran’s day is a time to remember all of the soldiers who have served our country. 

        _________of the soldiers______________________     adverb      adjective 

10. The remote control fell down between the cushions. 

        ____________between the cushions_________________     adverb      adjective 

Write a prepositional phrase to complete each sentence.  ANSWERS WILL VARY. 

11. _____Before dinner_______, all the students finished their homework. 

12. Frightened and confused, our hamster is stuck _______behind the refrigerator ________. 

13.  The player __on the sidelines______ was hit and sprained his ankle.  

14.  None ___of the clothes________ are dirty. 
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Fill in the blanks. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide a word bank. 

Write the prepositional phrase in each sentence and circle whether it is working as a adverb or adjective.  
Write NONE if the sentence does not contain a prepositional phrase.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide a 
hints. 

 

 noun  modifiers    adjective  preposition  adverb 

4.  Because it was a very hot day, Mark dove into the lake as soon as the family arrived. 

        _describes  where Mark DOVE_________________________    adverb      adjective 

5.  Kyle wants to eat a doughnut today. 

        ___remember that infinitives are to + a verb_____________    adverb      adjective 

6.  On the plate is a juicy rib-eye steak and creamed spinach. 

        ____describes where the steak IS______________________    adverb      adjective 

7.  When life becomes difficult, remember the blessings within its challenges. 

        ____describes what kind of BLESSINGS_________________    adverb      adjective 

8.  The marble rolled underneath the sofa. 

        ____describes where the marble ROLLED_________________    adverb      adjective  

9.  Veteran’s day is a time to remember all of the soldiers who have served our country. 

        ____describes which ALL___________________________    adverb      adjective 

10. The remote control fell down between the cushions. 

        _____describes where the remote control FELL____________    adverb      adjective 

Write a prepositional phrase to complete each sentence.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide a 

preposition. 

11. ___Before_________________________, all the students finished their homework. 

12. Frightened and confused, our hamster is stuck _____under_______________________. 

13.  The player _____with__________________ was hit and sprained his ankle.  

14.  None  ____of_______________ are dirty. 


